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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, TEZPUR 

  PRESENT: SRI KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA,  

ADDL. CJM, TEZPUR 

                                        G.R. Case No: 1368/12 

                             U/s 279/338/304(A)/427 of IPC 

                                             State of Assam 

v. 

                Sri Ramen Boro….……Accused 

Ld. Advocates: 

 For Prosecution……… Md. M. Hussain, Ld. APP. 

For Defence…… Srilal Gupta and another Ld. Advocate. 

Evidence Recorded on: 26.6.15, 30.11.15, 26.5.16, 18.3.17, 15.5.17,    
30.6.17 

Argument heard on: 30.6.17 

Judgment delivered on: 30.6.17 

                                                    J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution’s case, in brief, is that, on 30.5.12, when Md. Ahmed Ali 

and Md. Fakaruddin were proceeding towards Gormara, by riding on a 

motorcycle, bearing registration no. AS-12D-3893, a tractor bearing 

registration no. AS-12E-1435, in rash and negligent manner, coming from 

opposite direction had hit the aforesaid motorcycle on Medhipam P.W. D. 

Road. As a result of that collision, the riders of the bike had sustained 

grievous injuries and they were admitted in Kanaklata Civil Hospital. 

Later on, the injured Ahmed Ali was sent to Guwahati for better 

treatment, but he had succumbed to his injuries.  Damage of the bike 

has taken place, due to the collision.    Hence, the case. 

2. The informant Md. Abdul Hasen had lodged the FIR on 2.6.12, at 

Dhekiajuli PS. Thereafter, Dhekiajuli PS case no. 253/12, u/s 
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279/338/427 of IPC was registered. After investigation, charges sheet 

was filed u/s 279/338/304(A)/427 of IPC against the accused Sri Ramen 

Boro. Particulars of offences u/s 279/338/304(A)/427 of IPC have been 

read over and explained to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried.  

3. The prosecution has examined altogether nine (9) witnesses including 

the injured. The accused has been examined u/s 313 of CrPC. Heard the 

accused. Defence has not led any evidence.   

 

4.  POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

a.  Whether the accused had driven the tractor on 30.5.12 at about 3-30 

PM, in such a rash and negligent manner on a public way, so as to endanger 

human life or personal safety of others?  

b. Whether the accused had driven the tractor on the said date and time, in 

a rash and negligent manner, had caused grievous injury to Md. Fakaruddin, 

who was the pillion rider of the motorcycle ? 

C.  Whether the accused person, on the same date and time, had driven the 

said tractor, in a rash or negligent manner and caused death of Md. Ahmed 

Ali ? 

d. Whether the accused person had committed mischief by causing damage 

to the motorcycle bearing registration no. AS-12D-3893, to an extent of 

Rs.50 and above? 

 

DISCUSSION AND DECISION BASED ON REASON: 

5. PW1, Abdul Hussain, has stated in his examination-in-chief that he is the 

informant of this case and he does not recognize the accused. The 

incident took place at around 7 to 8 AM in the morning. At the time of 

the incident, he was present in his house. He stated that the injured and 
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the deceased are his relatives. He stated that Ahmad Ali and another 

were proceeding towards Saisabari from Gormora. Thereafter, he heard 

that one tractor had hit them and then the accident took place. One of 

them had admitted to Tezpur Civil Hospital and Ahmad Ali had sent to 

Guwahati for better treatment. After ten days, Ahmad Ali died. He had 

lodged the FIR after few days. Ext. 1 is the FIR and Ext. 1(1) is his 

signature.  

6. In his cross examination, inter alia has stated that he did not see the 

incident himself. 

7. PW2, Sri Lopu Munda has stated in his evidence that he neither 

recognize the Abdul Hussain (informant) nor the accused. He did not 

recognize the accused even if he sees him. The incident took place about 

4 years ago, but he forgotten the time. At the time of the incident, he 

was working at the field and the incident took place on PWD road. After 

hearing sound, he came to the place of occurrence and saw that one 

tractor was collided with a Simolu tree, in front of his house. He heard 

that the riders were sustained injuries and they were taken to the 

hospital.  

8. In his cross examination he has stated that he did not see the incident 

himself and he cannot say, for whose fault the incident had occurred.  

9. PW3, Dabe Munda, has stated in his examination in chief that, he does 

not recognize the informant, Abdul Hossain and he will not be able to 

recognize the accused, even if he sees him. He cannot say, when did the 

incident have occurred. The incident took place on a PWD road, in front 

of his house. He was not present at the time of the incident. After 

reaching home, he saw that one tractor was collided with a tree.  

10.  Defence has declined to cross examine the witness.  

11.  PW4, Md. Abdul Qadir, has stated in his examination in chief that, he 

knows the informant and he does not know the accused. The incident 

took place in the year 2012, at around 2-30 to 3 PM, on PWD road of 

Medhipam Gaon. At the time of the incident, he was present in his 

house. He heard that one tractor had knocked down a bike and after 
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reaching the place of occurrence, he saw that as a result of the accident, 

Ahmed Ali and Fakaruddin were lying in an injured condition. They were 

sent to the hospital by people. He does not know how the incident took 

place. He stated that later on, Ahmad Ali died.  

12.  In his cross examination, he stated that he did not see the incident.  

13. PW5, Md. Innus Ali has stated in his examination in chief that he 

recognizes the informant, but he does not recognize the accused. He 

stated that deceased Ahmed Ali was his son. The incident took place in 

the year 2012 at about 3-30 to 4 PM on PWD road of Medhipam. At the 

time of the incident, he was present in his house. When his son Ahmed 

Ali and Fakaruddin were riding on a motorcycle, a tractor had hit them 

and caused injury to them. After getting the information, he reached the 

place of occurrence and saw that both of them were lying on the road. 

Thereafter, they were taken to the civil hospital. Later on, his son was 

taken to Guwahati, but after 4 days of occurrence of the incident, his son 

had died.  

14. In his cross examination, he stated that he did not see the incident and 

he does not know, for whose fault the incident had occurred.  

15.  PW6. Md. Fakaruddin has stated in his examination in chief that, he 

does not recognize the informant as well as the accused person. The 

incident took place in the year, 2012 at around 4 PM, in the afternoon, 

on the road of Medhipam Gaon. He stated that he along with Ahmed Ali 

were going towards Gormara Center by riding a bike. He was the pillion 

rider of the said bike and Ahmed Ali was driving the bike. At that time, 

one tractor coming from opposite side had knocked them from front side. 

As a result of that collision, his left leg was broken and he became 

unconscious. Thereafter, he was taken to Mission Hospital and he got 

back his consciousness there. He had sustained injury in his hand. As a 

result of the accident, Ahmed Ali has died. 

16.  In his cross examination, he stated that the road was village road and it 

was narrow. He stated that he witnesses that the tractor had knocked 

down the bike from the front side. He stated that he had submitted the 
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medical documents to the police. He denied the suggestion that he did 

not state before police that he sustained injury in his hand. He denied 

the suggestion that their motorcycle had hit the tractor. He stated that 

soon after the accident had occurred, he became unconscious and he 

cannot say what had happened later on. He denied the suggestion that 

as he was a pillion rider of the motorcycle, he cannot say for whose fault 

the incident had occurred.  

17.  PW7, Md. Mahazzal Ali, has stated in his examination in chief that he 

recognizes the informant, but he does not know the accused. The 

incident took place in the year 2012. He heard that, there was an 

accident on the village road near Medhipam Gaon. At the time of the 

incident, he was in Nagaon. After getting the information, he came up. 

Fakaruddin is his son and he found his son in Mission Hospital in under 

treatment condition. He stated that there was collision between a bike 

and a tractor and in that bike his son was accompanied by Ahmed Ali. He 

stated that the tractor had knocked down the bike. Thereafter, Ahmed Ali 

was taken to Guwahati, but he died and the leg of his son was also 

broken and sustain injuries on hand and head.  

18.  In his cross examination, he has stated that he did not see the incident. 

He cannot say, for whose fault the incident had occurred. When he 

arrived at the hospital, he found that his son was not in a position to 

speak. He stated that police did not inquire him. He denied the 

suggestion that he depose falsely in the court.  

19.  PW9, Dr. Asoli Chase, has stated in his examination in chief that on 

30.5.12, he was serving as Medical Officer at Baptist Mission Hospital, 

Tezpur. On that day, one patient Fakaruddin Ali, 16 years old was 

brought to the hospital with an alleged history of RTA, on 30.5.12, at 

around 3-30 PM, near Dhekiajuli. After examination, he found left femur 

fracture opens and laceration of left upper eyelid. Both injuries are 

grievous in nature. He also found abrasion on the right foot and elbow, 

which is simple in nature. The injured was discharged on 4.6.12 and he 
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was admitted in the hospital as in-door patient. Ext. 10 is his report and 

Ext. 10(1) is his signature with seal.  

20.  In his cross examination, he has stated that he had examined the 

patient on police requisition. But, police requisition number is not 

mentioned in his report. He has also stated that he has also not 

mentioned the X-Ray result in the report. The case was of alleged, road 

traffic accident. He denied the suggestion that he had not examined the 

patient in connection with this case.  

 

Appreciation of Evidence  

 

21.  On a bare perusal of the evidence on record, It becomes clear that 

except PW6, Md. Fakaruddin, none of the PWs had seen the incident 

happening. Hence, their evidences are of little assistance to the 

prosecution, to prove that the accused driver was rash or negligent in his 

driving. Hence, the narration of the event made by PW1, PW2, PW3, 

PW4, PW5 and PW7, is based on what has been reported to them or 

what they had  seen after the incident had occurred.  

22. PW6, in his evidence has stated that at the time of the incident, he was 

riding on the bike as pillion rider and  Ahmed Ali was actually riding the 

bike. He stated that a tractor coming from the opposite side and had hit 

them. From the evidence of PW6, the fact that the collision had taken 

place and in that incident, he had sustained grievous injury and that 

Ahmed Ali had died later on, have been established. But the evidence of 

PW6, does not show that the driver of the tractor was driving the tractor 

in a rash or negligent manner. There is no evidence regarding the 

manner in which the vehicle was being driven, its speed and direction 

etc. Mere collision per se does not prove rash or negligent driving.  

23. It is, no doubt, established that the accident had occurred, and in that 

accident, Md. Fakaruddin, had sustained grievous injury and Ahmed Ali 

has died.  
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24. Likewise, as it is a case of mere accident, the element of mischief is not 

present. There is no evidence to prove that the accused had the 

intention to cause damage to the bike or that he had the knowledge that 

damage would occur. Hence, the offence u/s 427 of IPC is not attracted. 

25.  In the light of the evidence, I am of the view that the prosecution could 

not prove that the accused had driven the truck in rash and negligent 

manner and that he had committed any mischief. 

26. Hence, the offences u/s 279/338/304(A)/427 of IPC are not attracted 

against the accused person and hence, the accused person is acquitted 

from the said charges and is set at liberty forthwith.  

27. The judgment is pronounced in the open court on this 30th of June, 2017, 

in the presence of both sides. The judgment is prepared under my hand 

and seal of this Court. 

28. The bail bond shall remain operative till 6 months from the date of this 

order and shall stand cancelled after the expiry of 6 months. 

29.  The case is, accordingly, disposed of. 

 

 

                                                       

 (K.K. Sharma) 

                                               Addl. CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY THE PROSECUTION: 

EXT1: FIR. 

EXT2: Sketch Map.  

EXT3: Seizure List.  

EXT4: Seizure List.  

EXT5: MVI Report.  

EXT6: MVI Report.  

EXT7: Bail Bond.  

EXT8: Inquest Report.  

EXT9: Postmortem Report.  

EXT10: Medical Report.  

EXT11: Charge Sheet.  

                                  

                               

(K.K. Sharma) 

                                            Addl. CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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